


Who We Are

Askov Finlayson was founded in 2011 as a men’s clothing
store in Minneapolis, Minnesota. It began as a place for
owners and brothers Andrew Dayton and Eric Dayton to
feature brands they admired that weren’t available in
Minneapolis at the time. Askov Finlayson was built around a
core appreciation for high quality and timeless design, values
that guide us to this day.

In 2013, Askov Finlayson began creating its own apparel along
with items produced in partnership with friends. Since then,
we have grown into an outdoor clothing company with a
passion for adventure in all seasons and a mission to combat
climate change, all rooted in a deep commitment to the place
we call home. We’re constantly inspired by Minnesota’s
traditions of exploration as well as the thriving design
community in Minneapolis. It’s the combination of
perseverance and creativity that we consider to be among the
finest characteristics of America’s North.



Who We’re Looking For

We’re looking for a marketing leader who can turn the Askov
Finlayson brand into an immersive experience for our customers.
A strategist who can help define our audiences, bring amazing
brand and product stories to life, and chart an effective, engaging
experience from awareness to conversion to ironclad loyalty.

We’re looking for someone who can bring our entire team
together to conceive of a big-picture plan that will activate our
mission and sell our products – driving a cohesive, consistent but
dynamic narrative for Askov Finlayson as a values-driven company
rooted in the North that makes high-quality products designed for
year-round outdoor exploration. And we’re looking for someone
to lead day-to-day execution of stories and campaigns,
quarterbacking a broad suite of paid, owned, earned and shared
tools to meet our ambitious, e-commerce growth objectives.

We’re looking for a positive, energetic person with a bias for
action and getting things done and out the door – with an
extremely high standard for quality. We’re looking for someone
who can run a tight ship. We’re looking for someone who shares
our commitment to using our business as a tool to help solve
climate change – and a passion for making sure our values are
present in everything we put into the world. We’re looking for a
team player, someone who knows how to work with creative
partners, product designers and sustainability experts to create a
sophisticated brand and product marketing program built for the
future of retail.



Qualifications

• 7+ years of experience in digital-first marketing roles, ideally including experience with e-commerce brands and/or mission-driven brands.

• High degree of social media fluency, including paid search and paid social. Ability to think analytically and function using metrics and clear 
objectives is a must. 

• Fluency in how some of the world’s best brands use marketing to create excellent engagement and build an effective funnel from initial 
awareness, to conversion, to brand love and strong loyalty.

• Strong interest in climate solutions required; experience building mission-driven brands, especially with an environment or sustainability 
focus, is a big plus.

• Experience working closely with a creative team to build effective campaigns and develop assets that fit the brand but also achieve clear 
objectives.

• Passion and interest in the outdoors; familiarity with the outdoor industry and/or outdoor recreation products is a plus.

• High attention to detail and strong ability to manage several complex workflows simultaneously. A high standard of quality across all work. 
Positive energy, desire to say “yes!”

• Tenacious initiative, exceptional process development skills and acute attention to detail; demonstrated ability to identify and improve 
operational opportunities with limited guidance; unyielding, innate drive to improve process and increase efficiencies.

• Ability to work a flexible schedule to meet the needs of the business, including nights, weekends and holidays as required.



Key Responsibilities

Team Leadership

• Lead the team responsible for the brand and marketing strategy at Askov Finlayson

• Coordinate efforts across all marketing channels to deliver cohesive, surround sound brand experience consistent with our strategic roadmap

• Oversee delivery and execution of all marketing assets – specialize in materializing ideas into content, coordinating competing priorities and meeting established deadlines with 
outstanding precision and quality

• Manage planning and execution for non-seasonal marketing opportunities that arise – especially by leveraging earned and owned channels

• Expand our marketing impact over time – develop our internal talent, grow our audiences, create new channels (i.e. a company blog), use PR tactics to build relationships with 
independent media, etc. 

Strategic Leadership

• Identify on brand marketing objectives to inspire key audiences; collaborate with the Brand Director to identify themes and overall narrative to help guide selection and development of 
seasonal stories

• Define Askov’s points of differentiation from the broader outdoor market, and create an overall brand narrative designed to drive awareness, conversion and loyalty

• Collaborate with Design Director and broader product team to successfully launch new products, develop seasonal product stories and highlight key product attributes to inspire 
purchase

• Collaborate with the environmental impact and policy team to identify and develop seasonal Keep the North Cold (mission) campaigns and stories

• Build and maintain a long-term marketing calendar encompassing our product development timeline, Keep the North Cold timeline and milestones, and a multi-tiered brand and 
product marketing stories designed to help the company meet its annual sales goals

Tactical Leadership:

• Collaborate with the brand/creative team to build plans to bring marketing stories to life – drafting creative briefs containing overall strategy, requested assets, production and 
campaign timelines, and all contextual information

• Collaborate with all functional leads (including growth marketing, social media, PR, retail, web, etc.) to create and execute rollout and campaign plans containing all marketing tactics 
and a sharp timeline for execution 

• Maintain and grow Askov Finlayson’s social media presence, managing the Community Manager to ensure consistent, high levels of engagement across all platforms and strong brand 
discipline.

• Manage paid, owned and earned tactics, leveraging the campaign plan and creative assets for each seasonal story from start to finish

• Increase our relevance and credibility as an outdoor clothing company through strategic sponsorships and/or participation in industry or sport-specific activities

• Assess and manage all requests for sponsorship or participation in external events or other opportunities


